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By William Shakespeare, Tim Cook

Paperback. Book Condition: New. Not Signed; With an Introduction by Tim Cook. Shakespeare's
sonnets have an intensity of both feeling and meaning unmatched in English sonnet form. They
divide into two parts; the first 126 sonnets are addressed to a fair youth for whom the poet has an
obsessive love and the second chronicles his love for the notorious 'Dark Lady'. In addition to the
sonnets, this volume includes Shakespeare's two lengthy narrative poems on classical themes, The
Rape of Lucrece which looks forward to the dark imagery of Macbeth, and Venus and Adonis which
mixes ribaldry and tragedy in unique Shakespearean manner. The Phoenix and the Turtle is a
beautiful metaphysical and allegorical short elegy, and takes its place with Shakespeare's better-
known poetry. book.
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Thorough information! Its this kind of good read. Yes, it is perform, continue to an amazing and interesting literature. It is extremely di icult to leave it
before concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Loya l Gr a dy-- Loya l Gr a dy

If you need to adding benefit, a must buy book. It can be writter in straightforward words and phrases and never di icult to understand. I realized this
ebook from my dad and i advised this ebook to learn.
-- Zula  Ha yes-- Zula  Ha yes
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